MDF/Chipboard Screw
Frequently Asked Questions
QUESTION: What makes the Bullet MDF/Chipboard Screw high performance?
ANSWER: This is due to the unique combination of the StickFit™ system that tightly secures
the bit into the screw head, and the high performance thread with instant-bite tip. These deliver
speed, stability and convenience in use.
QUESTION: How do Bullet Screws enable a one-handed installation?
ANSWER: The unique combination of the StickFit™ system that tightly secures the bit in the
screw head, allowing you to have one hand free to hold the material in place.
QUESTION: What can the MDF/Chipboard Screw be used for?
ANSWER: MDF/Chipboard Screws are ideal for fitting Kitchens, MDF, Chipboard and Plywood.
QUESTION: How is MDF/Chipboard Screws different from other board screws?
ANSWER: MDF/Chipboard Screws have a unique StickFit™ recess, which gives a more stable
drive. The high-low thread profile gives rapid insertion without chewing the fibres of the board.
QUESTION: Why is the StickFit™ feature so important when fitting kitchens?
ANSWER: Due to the StickFit™ system, it is easy to screw at awkward angles and high places.
One-handed drilling allows the free hand to steady the components being fixed.
QUESTION: Why is a StickFit™ system so important when fitting flooring?
ANSWER: You can position and steady flooring boards with one hand as the StickFit™ system
holds the screw in place. This significantly increases the speed of flooring fitting.
QUESTION: Where can I get the StickFit™ bits from if I want to buy the screws?
ANSWER: Each pack of screws includes the specially designed bit to deliver the benefits to the
StickFit™ system.
QUESTION: If I lose the Bullet bit, am I able to use a standard Pozidriv bit?
ANSWER: Always use the Bullet bit provided in the box for full benefits, but if you lose it a
Pozidriv or Phillips bit will still drive the screw, but without the StickFit™ system benefit.

SUMMARY
● The Bullet MDF/Chipboard screws are fast, stable and convenient in use.
● The StickFit™ system enables one-handed drilling which is makes jobs easier especially
when working in high reach places and awkward angles.
● MDF/Chipboard Screw have rapid insertion and does not chew board fibres

